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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our session on making beautiful maps.  My name is Jaynya Richards and these are my colleagues Aileen Buckley and Ken Field.  We all work on the Esri Mapping Team.ABSTRACT: Making Beautiful MapsPresenters: Jaynya Richards, Aileen Buckley, and Ken FieldIn this session, we introduce some special cartographic effects that will add a professional touch to your maps and really help you to get your message across!  Stunning cartography coupled with your authoritative content can capture the interest of your map readers and give you the opportunity you need to tell your story.  Think you can’t make beautiful maps with GIS?  Come to this session and learn how you can!



Overall goal for this session 

• Share many advanced cartographic techniques 
• Show a variety of maps with an emphasis on web maps 
• Cover a variety of themes 
• Use examples to show techniques 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal in this session is to demonstrate advanced cartographic techniques that you can use in your own map making.  We’ll do this by showing you a variety of web maps that we have created.  These will serve as examples from very simple to more complex and to demonstrate techniques that you can use in your own web map making.



ArcGIS 10.1 

• Online 
• Desktop 
• Server 
• Mobile 
• Developer 
• Solutions 

Cloud 

Server Mobile 

Desktop 

Web 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve based our work on the new ArcGIS 10.1 system that provides an integrated framework for managing and working with geographic information. And we’ve applied the web map authoring tools in much the same way we as any of you would.



Jaynya Richards 

Soil Liquefaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s get started with our first map.  Our location is Orange County, California. Many of us have heard the old adage, "Location, Location, Location." We can probably agree that it’s a Nice Location, but for our GIS profession we need to ask more about a place e.g. - Where's the Risk?  And, a how quickly can we see if there is one? But most importantly, how easily can we make a map to share with someone else? That’s where making the web map helps us out.We do know that location information alone is no longer enough to base an entire business or personal decision. We also are aware that data are readily available, and can be used to reveal underlying risk hazards for physical and environmental safety, as well as factors which are used to rate insurance premiums.Now, let’ go over a few of the steps, and take a look at where the soil data resides and where the services are on ArcGIS Online.



Data from watershed subbasins from the SSURGO 
Downloader 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, a word about the data: Regular full featured data from SSURGO, is an immense set of information, with its own challenges for portability.Fortunately we have recently published what the Esri Soils Team created a map with 130 of the most useful variables in SSURGO [Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) Database]. The newly issued data map packages may be downloaded by subbasin as map packages from the new Esri SSURGO Downloader. For the Orange County map, we used five of the new downloadable subbasins, and clipped them to the subject area.



Original MXD 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original map was first compiled using ArcGIS 10.1, which was then shared as a cached map service on ArcGIS online before being published in a story-telling template.In California, one of the chief environmental hazards is earth movement, specifically sudden movement: earthquakes, shaking, and liquefaction. When searching for a new location for your home or business, some areas may appear more prone to risk in one type of hazard, but for numerous other reasons like economic and climate appeal, are extremely desirable - such as Orange County, California. The information may not be new, but what is new is the ability to quickly access and present your data in a web map form through ArcGIS Online.In this particular map, soil data is used to find that Orange County has a hazard risk for liquefaction. Risk is calculated using four soil characteristics and presented in a range from low to high. More qualified research is certainly necessary, but an estimate of the risk in the locations you consider will assist in your decision making process.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this particular map, soil data is used to find that Orange County has a hazard risk for liquefaction. Risk is calculated using four soil characteristics and presented in a range from low to high. More qualified research is certainly necessary, but an estimate of the risk in the locations you consider will assist in your decision making process.We found that a sufficient number of soil characteristics or indicators, are present in the data in order to make a measure of risk assessment resulting in a composite score with a modifying confidence factor. Indicators which are used are: (1) the available water storage (AWS), (2) the soil suborder is an Orthent (a suborder of Entisols), (3) the relative size of the sediment or particle (4) and the hydric soil characteristic.Part of the web map application allows configurable pop-ups which you enable for the fields you choose in your feature class, in this case, it is risk score and the soil indicators which comprise the final score are parts of the pie chart in the pop-up.Here’s a sample of how the customized popup in the Soil Risk for Liquefaction map appears in a your table.



Soil Liquefaction web map application 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After you have made your table customizations, you are ready to turn your feature service into a web map map. After the web map is made, then you can publish it in a nice template.You can choose from one of the templates available to you, and you are set. The final step is to make it shared to your group or to everyone. It’s your map!



Aileen Buckley 
(Andrew Norris) 

USA Population, 
2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll be introducing you to some tips and tricks through two maps – the first is a map that my summer intern, Andrew Norris, and I made.  It shows every populated place in the United States and the symbology is based on the 2010 census.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this map, the size of the symbols is proportional to the number of people in the place.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see this map in the Exhibit Hall.  It is posted along the wall near the entryways from the main foyer.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you some perspective, you can see when I stand next to this map that it is quite large!  In fact, at 12 feet by 15 feet, it is so big that any small mistake becomes horrifyingly obvious!



Tips and tricks 

• Setting up the page for full bleed printing  
• Aligning scale bars 
• Clipping the data frame 
• Using PNG files in picture marker symbols 
• Flattening layers into a single raster 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this map, we can show you a number of tips and tricks, including a few that are new with ArcGIS 10.1, such as aligning scale bars and using PNG files in picture marker symbols.



USA Population, 2010 

Demo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s switch to ArcMap so I can show you these tips and tricks through demos.



Setting up the page for full bleed printing - 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I’ll demonstrate how you can quickly and easily set up your document for full bleed printing, which is a printing format that means you are printing right to the edge of the paper with no borders.However, be aware that most printers have a “hard margin” close to the edge of the page where it won’t print due to electromechanical limitations. Of course you can always print at slightly larger than the final size and trim the margins. Or if you really wants full bleed printing, you can go to a print shop or purchase a printer which specifically supports full bleed.To fit the data frame to the full page to set up the document for full bleed printing, right-click the data frame, click distribute, and click Fit to Margins.



Setting up the page for full bleed printing - 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data frame will now be “snapped” to the full extent of the page.



Aligning scale bars – Check properties of scale bars 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK – let’s look at something new in ArcGIS 10.1 – aligning scale bars at the zero value. This is very useful if you want to have two scale bars on your map, each with different units.  In our example here, we have a scale bar with kilometers and another with miles. We want to place one on top of the other and align both of them at the zero value.First select the scale bar…



Aligning scale bars – Set option to align to zero 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right click and select Properties. On the Size and Position tab of the Scale Line Properties dialog box, check the option to Align scale bar to zero division.Also do this for the other scale bar.



Align scale bars – Align them vertically 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, vertically align the two scale bars.



Align scale bars – Select both and align to center 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then select both scale bars, right-click and click Align, then click Align Center.



Align scale bars – Scale bars will align to zero 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scale bars will now be aligned at the zero value.



Clipping the data frame 

• Right-click data frame name in table of contents 
• Properties > Data Fame > Clipping 
• Clip to Shape 
• Specify Shape 

- Outline of Features 
- Outline of Selected Graphics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, I’ll explain how you can clip the data frame. This is actually something that you have been able to do for quite some time, but sometimes people forgot that this functionality is avialable.It is a simple series of steps.



Clipping the data frame 

• Right-click data frame name in table of contents 
• Properties > Data Fame > Clipping 
• Clip to Shape 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right-click data frame name in table of contents and click Properties.  On the Data Fame in the Clipping section of the dialog box, click the option to Clip to Shape. Click Specify Shape and select the option you want to use.  Here we’ll use the option to clip to the Outline of Features because we created a feature that has the shape we want to use to clip the data frame.



Clipping the data frame 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That feature is called Frame Clip Shape.You could also select the option to clip to the Outline of Selected Graphics. You would use this if you had drawn a shape interactively and then you wanted to clip to that shape. In fact to create our FrameClipShape feature class that has the shape we want to use for the data frame, we create a graphic interactively and then converted it to a feature. This allows me to demo this a little more easily.  But to avoid this additional step, simply select the graphic you drew and use the option to clip to the selected graphic.  You just have to be sure to draw the same in the data frame while the data frame is focused.



Clipping the data frame 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result is a data frame in which all the features are clipped to the same that you specified. 



Using PNG files in picture marker symbols 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next let’s talk about something else that is new in ArcGIS 10.1 – using PNG files in picture marker symbols. In this screenshot, you see the result of using BMP files in picture marker symbols. Notice the pixelation around the edges of the larger symbols and also notice the white outline appearance that those pixels create.



Using PNG files in picture marker symbols 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this screenshot, you can see the results of using 



Using PNG files in picture marker symbols 

• Ability to use PNG, JPEG, and GIF file 
formats Is new in ArcGIS 10.1 ! 
 

• A new style containing PNG symbols 
for spheres of different colors is now 
available for download 

- blogs.esri.com > Search “3D spheres 
style” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, the ability to use PNGs is new in ArcGIS 10.1. and now you can also use JPEG and GIF files as well.To help you out, we have posted on our Mapping blog a style that contains symbols similar to those you saw on my map.  Jaynya created a whole set of 3D spheres in a variety of colors that you can use on your maps.  Just search for the 3D spheres style on the blog and you will find the download.



3D spheres style 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what you will see, and the download is linked directly from this blog entry.



Flattening layers into a single raster 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last tip related to this map is one we have talked about before, but it is a very useful tip and I am not sure this map would have been completed without it, because I am pretty sure my intern, Andrew, would have quit if I had not thought of using it!Because he was doing a lot of annotation editing. He needed the display to refresh rapidly. This is not the case with this map as each city symbols must be redrawn for each of the three data frames. So we “flattened” all layers except the annotation to a single raster.



Flattening layers into a single raster 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the steps to do that:Turn on all layers that you want to display in the rasterIn DATA VIEW > Zoom to the extent that you want the raster to coverExport MapUse a format that has the option to write a World File (BMP, JPEG, PNG, TIF, GIF)TIP:  For higher resolution in the final exported map, use the original layers, not the flattened raster.Once you add it to the map, be sure toe set the 



Flattening layers into a single raster 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you add it to the map, be sure toe set the stretch option on the Symbology tab to None so that it draws correctly.



Aileen Buckley 
(Andrew Norris) 

Our Dynamic 
Earth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look a the second map we worked on.  For this map we created both a print and a web version.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what the print version looked like.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the previous map, it was displayed in the Exhibit Hall.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And again, it was HUGE!  But even with all this room on the page, the theme still required us to show the content on two maps, rather than one.  This map showed a lot of things related to our dynamic earth, including earthquakes, volcanoes, faults, and plate tectonics.



Credits for this map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inspiration and data for this map came from the joint USGS-Smithsonian Institution-US Naval Research Laboratory poster called Our Dynamic Planet.  This fabulous poster is one of their best sellers, so we know that the subject is of great interest to a wide audience.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the ArcMap document that we used…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
…to make this web map on ArcGIS Online. And from this web map…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
…we made this web map app, so that the interface looks better and provides the user the functionality that we wanted them to have.



Tips and tricks 

• Using the Esri World Elevation Services 
• Using complex point and line symbols 
• Documenting the AGO content items 
• Configuring the web map app 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what I would like to do now is talk about a few tips and tricks that relate to this set of maps.



Using the Esri World Elevation Services 

• Multiscale – global to ~1:1,000, where there is data 
• Multiple themes 
• Optimized for speed of display 
• Use a basemap layer 
• Accessing the services 

- ArcMap or ArcGlobe 
- ArcGIS Online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the layers in the map is the hillshaded topographic/bathymetric surface.  This comes from the Esri World Elevation Services, a project that I worked on a few months ago. The advantages of using these services are that they are multiscale, from the global to the local level, there are multiple themes, they have been optimized for speed of display, and they can be used as a basemap layer, both in ArcMap and in web maps and apps on ArcGIS Online.



Esri Elevation Services 

Demo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let me demonstrate for you a bit about the services.Show how they appear in ArcCatalog and what kinds of themes there are.how they can be dragged into ArcMap.Show how they automatically get added as a basemap layer in ArcMap.Show how they scale all the way down to about 1:1000 (in the Portland, OR area).Show the themes for the topo layer tinted hillshade, topobathy layer tinted hillshade, aspect, and slope.



Accessing the services in ArcMap 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I’ll just take a couple of minutes to show you how to access the services in ArcMap.First, in ArcCatalog, add an ArcGIS Server.



Accessing the services in ArcMap 

Esri Global login 
(the one you use to 

get onto ArcGIS Online) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter the URL shown here and then login with your Esri Global Login (the one you use to get onto ArcGIS Online).



Multiple services include data and maps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WorldElevation folder should appear under the AArcGIS server you just added.  Expand the folder to see its contents.  Click and drag one of them to your ArcMap table of contents…



Drag the service into the table of contents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and the service will be added as a new basemap layer.



1. Log in 
2. Search Groups for World Elevation Services 
3. Join the Group 
4. Add the service to a web map 
5. Add the service as a basemap 

1. Copy the URL 
2. Add from Web 
3. Add as basemap 

 

Accessing the services on ArcGIS Online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to use one of the maps on ArcGIS Online, follow these simple steps.



Search for group 

Log in 1 
2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fist login and then search groups for world elevation services.



Click to open 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have found it, click it to open it.



Join this 
group to 
see the 

individual 
items 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are not already part of this group, you will need to join it, so click the Join This Group button to send a request to be added to the group.  You will receive notification that you hve been invited to the group.



Find the service 
you want 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you are a member of the group, you can see all the services available to you.  



If you do not want the service to be the basemap, click Open 

To add the 
service as the 

basemap, 
scroll down 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can simply click to open one, but if you want to use it as a basemap in a web map, there are a couple more steps to follow.  Click Details or the name of the service to open up its description.Scroll down to the bottom of the description.



Click on the URL 

1 

2 

Log in 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will see a URL listed under Map Contents. Click that to open the page so you can see more details.



Copy the URL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copy the URL for this page.



2 

3 

1 Create a new map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make a new web map (or open an existing one).  Click Add and click the option to Add Layer from Web.



Paste the URL 

1 
2 

3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paste the URL into the dialog box that appears and click the option to use it as a basemap.  Then click the Add Layer button.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The elevation service will now appear in the web map as the basemap.



Tips and tricks 

• Using the Esri World Elevation Services 
• Complex point and line symbols 
• Text  
• Documenting the AGO content item 
• Configuring the web map app 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what other things can we learn from this map.  There are a few others that I would like to demo for you now.



Demo 
Dynamic Earth 

Notable Impact Craters 























Complex point and line symbols 

• Cased line symbols for faults 
• Character marker symbols for plate motion vectors 
• Character marker symbols for notable events > OR 

labels! 
 

• Variation in methods 
- When sharing to ArcGIS subscription account 
- When sharing to a server 



Text 

• Top layers on the print map, but bottom layers on the 
web map 

- Tiled map services are placed under feature services 

• Share the feature services to a server 
 



Documenting the AGO web map 

• The AGO content item helps populate the web map 
- Name 
- Summary 

• Update the thumbnail 
• Use Word doc to copy and paste content 

- Keeps hyperlinks 

• Picture images must be on a server 
 



Compiling the web map 

• Summary comes from the AGO content item 
• Names in legend come from AGO content items 
• Legend and layers are added 
• Popups are configured 
• Sometimes need to add layers just for the legend 
• No ability to change 

- Order of tiled versus feature services 
 

 
 



Compiling the web map app 

• Details come from the AGO web map content item 
• Legend and layers come from the web map 
• Configure app 

- Add title 
- Add logo 

- Saved on a server 
- Select desired application functions 
- No ability to change 

- Legend items and legend item names 
- Layers and layer names 

 
 





Kenneth Field 
(@kennethfield) 

Over the Edge 3D 
Death in Grand Canyon 













ArcGIS Resources 10.1 Blog (http://blogs.esri.com/arcgis/) 
Combining colored and grayshade rasters with high fidelity 







The web map 
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Imagery layer       

Chromadepth DEM                   

Park boundary                 

Major hydro features                   

Hydro labels                   

Major roads             

Summit points           

Summit labels                 

Physical feature labels                 

Deathly points         

Hex bins 1k         

Hex bins 2.5k       

Hex bins 5k       





ArcGIS Resources 10.1 Blog (http://blogs.esri.com/arcgis/) 
 
Using a binning technique for point-based multiscale web maps 





Cached map service 
 Pansharpened DEM 

Feature service 
 Hex bins 
 Individual incident points 

Cached map service 
 Background contextual 







Search for 
Over the Edge 
in ArcGIS Online 
 
Print your own copy 
 



In review 

• Share many advanced cartographic techniques 
• Show a variety of maps with an emphasis on web maps 
• Cover a variety of themes 
• Use examples to show techniques 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to wrap up, we have covered a lot of ground.  We showed you a number of cartographic effects on four maps we made that included a range from physical to political to thematic maps.  We certainly hope we have succeeded in demonstrating to you that you can make beautiful maps – with GIS!



Please complete an online session evaluation 

1. My UC Homepage >  
     “Evaluate Sessions” 
 

2. Choose session from planner or search for session 
 
 
ID for this session: 
Offering #1 ID: 636 
Offering #2 ID: 2526 
 

 
 

www.esri.com/ucsessionsurveys 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenters:The UC surveys can be accessed from:My UC Homepage > Evaluate sessionswww.esri.com/ucsurveysessionsThe MyUC login is on the back of their badges.The session can be found through:1.  My planner listings on survey search page2.  Using the Search based on:Topic, Date, workshop type and eventOffering ID – this is in your schedule or the printed agenda (not in the online agenda this year)There are 6 quick multiple choice questions plus a space for comments



Online session evaluation: 
www.esri.com/ucsessionsurveys 

Offering #1 ID: 636 
Offering #2 ID: 2526 

Questions? 
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